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The application of hydrogels as load-bearing biomedical components is often limited by their mechanical
properties. Often an attempt to improve a hydrogel's stiffness is accompanied by a loss of toughness and
swelling properties. In this work, we show that the addition of nanoﬁbrillated cellulose (NFC) provides a
mean to tailor both the swelling and the mechanical properties of the hydrogel. Various volume fractions
of NFC were added to poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDM) precursors with two different
molecular weights (6 and 20 kDa). The viscosity measurements of the precursor solutions indicated that
the dispersed NFCs form a network-like structure in the hydrogel precursor. Such a structure, as observed
in the photo-rheology experiments, serves as a light-scattering source when the solution is illuminated
by UV light, which provides a uniform polymerization of the hydrogel in three-dimension and reduces
the curing time. Mechanical properties of the neat and composite hydrogels were characterized using
monotonic and cyclic compression tests. NFC reinforcement increases the hydrogel's stiffness by a factor
2 and 3.5 for the PEGDM matrixes with molecular weights of 6 and 20 kDa respectively without
compromising their toughness. Moreover, the desired stiffness and swelling properties can be simultaneously achieved by adapting the reinforcement concentration and the hydrogel cross-link density. The
obtained composite hydrogels offer enhanced and tuneable properties and are proposed for injectable
and photo-curable load-bearing implants.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Water swollen polymer networks, generally referred to as
hydrogels, have received a great deal of attention for a wide variety
of biomedical applications such as tissue engineering, cell encapsulation, wound dressing and drug delivery [1]. The hydrophilic
polymer network of hydrogels allows a high water content similar
to natural tissues. Their swelling properties, as well as their
biocompatibility, makes hydrogels ideal candidate materials for the
repair and regeneration of soft tissues.
Application of hydrogels as load-bearing components is often
limited by their mechanical properties. Accordingly, a special
emphasis is given in the literature to the synthesis of hydrogels
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with enhanced mechanical performance [2e4]. It is well recognized
that the stiffness of the polymer networks can be tailored with the
cross-link density. Such an approach however results in an inverse
proportionality between stiffness and toughness as described by
the LakeeThomas model [5].
Most methods developed to increase hydrogels' stiffness and
toughness simultaneously require a chemical modiﬁcation of the
polymer and/or synthesis with several steps. This complexity in
hydrogel synthesis is a drawback in cases where in situ formation of
the hydrogel is required, such as injectable implants and cell
seeding for cell encapsulations applications.
Designing a hybrid hydrogel is an effective approach to address
the aforementioned issue while keeping a simple and fast processing routes. Yet, such a design clearly involves the choice of
material components, their scale and shape. On this matter, the
concept of composite hydrogels reinforced with an interpenetrated
phase is introduced as a promising solution [6e9].
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Cellulose nanoﬁbre mats offer a great potential as reinforcement
phase in hydrogel composites due to their large surface-to-volume
ratio, high stiffness and strength. Introduction of a cellulose
nanoﬁbre in a covalently cross-linked polymer network can create
physical entanglements of the cellulose ﬁbres and the polymeric
chains. Hence, the hydrophilicity of the cellulose ﬁbres helps to
keep the hydrogel's high equilibrium water content in the resulted
composite. The integration of the cellulose ﬁbres in the hydrogel is
achieved either through the irreversible physical interactions or
functionalization of the cellulose ﬁbres enabling covalent crosslinking to the polymeric network.
Although nanoﬁbre cellulose as reinforcement in polymer matrix composites was investigated [10,11], the use of nanoﬁbre cellulose in hydrogels [12] and the impact of nanoﬁbre cellulose on the
processing of hydrogels received few attention [13,14]. A detailed
study linking material properties and material processing for such
hybrid materials is still lacking.
In this work, the inﬂuence of nanoﬁbrillated cellulose (NFC)
addition to the photopolymerizable poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDM) hydrogel precursors of two different molecular
weights is investigated. PEGDM was chosen as a matrix of the
composite hydrogel due to its biocompatibility, tuneable properties
and rapid photo curing [15]. Characterization of NFC addition to
such a photopolymerizable hydrogel precursor substantially requires the assessment of the following aspects:
1.1. Processability of the precursor solution
An increase in the concentration of reinforcement in the polymeric precursor results in a change in the viscosity of the solution.
The latter, as a key processing parameter affects the dispersion of the
ingredients and consequently the homogeneity of the polymerized
hydrogel. Furthermore, potential biomedical applications, such as
the replacement of intervertebral disc tissue, often involve injection
of the precursor and therefore require a low viscosity of the solution.
1.2. Kinetics of photo-polymerization
The interaction of the precursor solution and the incident radiation can be altered by the presence of ﬁllers. The additional
ﬁller-phase scatters and absorbs light and also changes diffusion
kinetics of the reacting species.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials synthesis
2.1.1. Poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDM)
PEGDM was synthesized as previously described [16]. In summary, 20 g of dried poly(ethylene glycol) (Mw ¼ 6 and 20 kDa,
Sigma Aldrich) were dissolved in dichloromethane (99.8%, Extra
Dry, Acros) and reacted with 3 molar equv. of methacrylic anhydride (94%, Sigma Aldrich) and triethanolamine (99%, Sigma
Aldrich) under dry argon ﬂow over ﬁve days. The solution was then
precipitated in diethyl ether (99.5%, Extra Dry, Acros), ﬁltered and
dried overnight.
2.1.2. Nanoﬁbrillated cellulose (NFC)
The ﬁbrillation was performed on cellulose pulp (bleached
softwood pulp, Elemental Chlorine Free (ECF), Zellstoff Stendal,
Germany) with a high-shear homogenizer, by pumping the suspension through two consecutive chambers of 400 and 200 mm for
12 passes. As reported [17], the hemicellulose and cellulose contents are of 12.6 and 81.3% respectively while the diameters of NFC
are in the range of 2e100 nm and their lengths are in a few micrometers range as observed by SEM.
2.1.3. Hydrogels synthesis
Hydrogel precursors were prepared by mixing PEGDM (10 wt.%)
with the molecular weights of 6 or 20 kDa, NFC, phosphate buffered
saline (PBS, pH 7.4, Gibco) and 0.1 g.ml"1% of Irgacure 2959 (BASF),
as photoinitiator. The two hydrogel matrices studied here are
named PEGDM 6 kDa and PEGDM 20 kDa according to their molecular weights. NFC was added to the hydrogel precursor with
different volume fractions of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 vol.%. Considering the
density of the NFC the volume fractions were calculated from
weight fractions.
Hydrogel precursors were homogenized using ultra-turrax (IKA
T25 digital, SN 25 10G) and degassed at 30 mbar. They were then
immediately cast in plastic moulds, covered with a microscope slide
and irradiated during 30 min using a monochromatic 365 nm ultra
violet lamp (AxonLab) with an intensity of 5 mW.cm"2. During
illumination the radical polymerization of methacrylate groups of
PEGDM molecule occurs. As a result, the PEGDM molecules are
cross-linked and the three-dimensional structure of the hydrogel is
built [18].

1.3. Equilibrium water content and swelling capability
2.2. Characterization
The precise control of the swelling behaviour and water retention ability is of essential importance in design of hydrogel-based
products. Any attempt to raise the concentration of the reinforcements has to take into account the associated effects on the
consequent water uptake properties.
1.4. Enhancement of the mechanical properties
Ideally, the introduction of the reinforcement to the polymer
network is a tool to tailor the hydrogel's mechanical properties
according to the design requirements without any complex
chemical procedures.
In the present work, the aforementioned aspects are investigated using a composite PEGDM hydrogels with different cross-link
densities reinforced with NFC at different volume fractions. The
viscosity of the precursor and photopolymerization kinetics were
studied. The hydrogels equilibrium water content and volumetric
swelling ratio were evaluated and the static and dynamic mechanical properties of the hydrogels under compression loading
were investigated.

2.2.1. Precursor's viscosity
The rheological behaviour of hydrogel precursors was evaluated
using a rheometer (TA Instruments AR2000ex) in a parallel disc
conﬁguration with the disc diameter of 25 mm. A precursors
sample of 200 ml was tested just after the mixing step. The precursor's viscosity evolution in strain sweep was recorded in oscillatory mode at 0.5 Hz. The experimental error is calculated within
the three replicates at the strain of 0.1%.
2.2.2. Photopolymerization kinetics
The in situ measurement was carried on with the rheometer
(same as Section 2.2.1) coupled with a custom built LED set-up with
the wavelength of 365 nm. The rheometer's lower quartz disc
allowed the illumination of the sample during the measurement.
The strain oscillation of 5% at a frequency of 10 Hz was applied. The
evolution of the precursor's storage modulus G0 was measured
during UV irradiation. The time required to reach 95% of the plateau
level of G0 , called t95, is reported.
In addition to all precursor formulations described in Section
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2.1.3, a precursor of PEGDM 6 kDa with 10 vol.% Intralipids (Fresenius Kabi) was prepared to study the effect of the light scattering
particle on photo-curing kinetics. The experimental error is calculated at the plateau level of G0 within three replicates.
2.2.3. Gel fraction
Directly after synthesis, hydrogels were dried in a vacuum oven
at 40 # C during 48 h and their weight (Wd1) was measured. They
were then immersed in PBS and daily washed in order to remove
the unreacted precursor. After 7 days, hydrogels were dried and
their dried weight was measured for a second time (Wd2). The
hydrogels'
gel
fraction
(GF)
was
then
calculated:
GF ðwt:=wt:%Þ ¼ Wd2 =Wd1 & 100.
In addition to all precursor formulations described in Section
2.1.3, the gel fraction of a set of PEGDM 6 kDa hydrogels with 50%
lower concentration of photoinitiator (0.05 g.ml"1%) was
investigated.
2.2.4. Volumetric swelling ratio and water content
Hydrogels were weighted after synthesis (W0), after 7 days of
swelling in PBS (Ws) and after drying (Wd), using a density determination kit. Their corresponding volumes were then calculated
based on Archimedes' buoyancy principles. The volumetric
swelling ratio (SR) at equilibrium was determined via:
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proper ﬁbre dispersion and casting.
The viscosity evolution of PEGDM hydrogel precursors versus
strain sweep is shown in Fig. 1. At the same NFC concentration and
strain level, PEGDM 20 kDa precursors have a higher viscosity
compared to 6 kDa. This was expected due to the higher molecular
weight of 20 kDa than 6 kDa.
The NFC addition increases the precursor viscosity over the
whole range of applied strains. This effect is more pronounced at
low strain ranges, but still present at higher strain ranges (see
insertion in Fig. 1(a)).
The viscosity of precursors containing NFC drastically decreases
at higher strain levels. Since, no photo-curing is taking place during
the viscosity measurement, this shear thickening behaviour is only
the indication of a change between NFCeNFC or NFCematrix interactions. Such an observation suggests that beyond a critical
concentration of the NFC, network-like structure of the NFCs is
formed through the formation of physical entanglements as
described by Lowys et al. [19]. This continuous network can sustain
relatively small strain levels, consequently providing an elevated
viscosity. At higher strains (10e100%) the precursor viscosity drops
as a result of NFC network weakening or collapsing. At strain levels
higher than 100% the network is completely broken and the higher
viscosity of composite precursors compared to the neat ones is only
due to the presence of the small fraction of NFC in the suspension.

SRð%Þ ¼ ðVs " V0 Þ=V0 & 100:

3.2. Hydrogel curing kinetics

where V0 is the volume of the samples after synthesis, Vs is the
volume of the swollen samples. The equilibrium water content
(EWC) of hydrogels was measured by:

The evolution of shear storage modulus (G0 ) as a function of UV
illumination time is shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). For all hydrogels, G0
is initially low and constant in the radical polymerization initiation
phase. The propagation phase starts by the reaction of methacrylate
groups present at each PEGDM forming the poly(methacrylate).
This cross-linking reaction transforms a liquid precursor into an
elastic network. As a result, G0 rapidly increases while cross-linking
continues. The increase in G0 value slows down as the polymerization terminates and the curing ﬁnalizes.
The plateau level of G0 and t 95, are shown in Table 1. PEGDM
6 kDa hydrogels have a shorter curing time and higher plateau level
G0 than the 20 kDa PEGDM hydrogels due to the presence of a
higher concentration of cross-linkable methacrylate groups per
volume in the 6 kDa than in the 20 kDa hydrogels.
In both hydrogels (6 and 20 kDa), the addition of NFC increases
the hydrogel plateau level G0 and decreases the t95. The acceleration
of curing in the presence of the NFC could be due to the light
scattering caused by the ﬁbres networks which enhance the optical
scattering coefﬁcient of the precursor resulting in a higher total
absorption coefﬁcient per unit length.
The shorter curing time is of interest for practical applications.
Speciﬁcally in biomedical or dental applications, for which a lower
UV exposure time of cells or tissue and shorter surgery time are
desirable. As we previously discussed [20], addition of light scattering particles, such as intralipids, is an effective method to
decrease the required hydrogel curing time and achieve a photopolymerization of the volume. However, this curing acceleration is
associated with decreasing the mechanical properties of the ﬁnal
material. In the case of a PEGDM 6 kDa hydrogel, an addition of
10 vol.% intralipids decreases the curing time by 26% and the
plateau value G0 value by 14%. However, the addition of 0.7 vol.%
NFC to the improves both curing time and shear modulus by 36%
and 110% respectively, hence offering a double advantage.

EWCð%Þ ¼ ðWs " Wd2 Þ=Ws & 100:
2.2.5. Mechanical testing
Cylindrical hydrogels with the diameter of 8 mm and height of
4.5 mm were prepared for mechanical testing. The mechanical
properties of the hydrogels in unconﬁned static and dynamic
compression were evaluated using an Instron E3000 linear mechanical testing machine (Norwood, MA, USA) equipped with a
250 N load cell. During the test, swollen hydrogels were immersed
in PBS. Hydrogels were compressed to 35% strain (1 mm.min"1),
followed by 20 sinusoidal cycles of compression from 15% to 25% of
strain at 1 Hz. At the end samples were compressed at 80%
strain. The elastic moduli (E) is calculated by linear interpolation of
the true stressestrain curve between the strain of 0.15e0.25.
The modulus is measured a second time after 20 cycles of
compression, the modulus variation is reported as: Eafter 20 cycles =
Ebefore applied cycles .
The failure stress and strain are respectively the maximum
stress and strain that hydrogel tolerated in compression before
breaking. Energy dissipation per unit of hydrogel volume is calculated as the averaged surface area of true stressestrain curve hysteresis over 20 loadingeunloading cycles.
All values reported are a result of independent measurement of
at least ﬁve replicates.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Hydrogel precursor viscosity
In the ﬁbre reinforced composite hydrogel, elevated viscosity of
the precursor disturbs ﬁbre dispersion in the matrix, precursor
degassing procedure and moulding. It was observed that hydrogels
with NFC concentrations higher than 0.7 vol.% of PEGDM 20 and
higher than 0.9 vol.% of 6 kDa are too viscous for homogeneous

3.3. Gel fraction
The gel fraction indicates the amount of non-soluble cured
network that is stable in a hydrogel three-dimensional structure.
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Fig. 1. Representative curves of viscosity for (a) PEGDM 6 kDa, and (b) PEGDM 20 kDa hydrogel in function of strain sweep. A maximum of 6% scatter was observed within the
replicates of each formulation.

Fig. 2. Representative curves of elastic shear modulus (G0 ) evolution in function of irradiation time for (a) PEGDM 6 kDa and (b) PEGDM 20 kDa with different NFC concentrations. A
maximum of 4% scatter in G0 values was observed within the replicates of each formulation.

Table 1
The plateau level G0 and the required time to achieve 95% of it (t95) measured from
the 6 and 20 kDa PEGDM hydrogels.
Hydrogel

PEGDM 6 kDa

NFC (vol.%)
G0 (kPa)
t 95 (min)

0
22
24.6

0.1
25.3
19.1

0.3
31.4
18.6

PEGDM 20 kDa
0.5
34.8
16.4

0.7
46.3
15.6

0
8.8
27.3

0.1
11.5
23.1

0.3
13.3
22.8

0.5
16.7
22.9

0.7
22.9
22.1

The unreacted precursor and the reinforcements that are not linked
to the elastomeric network are washed off and the remaining
fraction of the gel is reported as a gel fraction.
Fig. 3 illustrates the gel fraction of hydrogels synthesized with
two different photoinitiator concentrations. The gel fraction of the
hydrogels with 0.01 g.ml"1 photoinitiator are always higher than
94% independent of the hydrogels' molecular weight and ﬁbre
concentration.
Obtaining the same polymerization degree while reducing the
photoinitiator amount is of particular interest in biomedical applications as it reduces the potential toxicity of the hydrogels precursor by minimizing the probability of photoinitiator's radicals
reaction with nearby cells and tissue [21]. As suggested in Section
3.2 the NFC can be employed to enhance the polymerization kinetics which would allow to reduce the photo initiator concentration. This was conﬁrmed by an evaluation of the gel fraction of a
6 kDa PEGDM hydrogel with 0.05 g.ml"1% concentration of photoinitiator (Fig. 3 dashed line). By using only half the photoinitiator
concentration, the neat hydrogel gel fraction decreases from 94% to
60%. However, when adding the NFC this decrease in photoinitiator

Fig. 3. Gel fraction of hydrogels synthesised with the regular photo initiator concentrate of 0.1 g/ml% (solid lines) and 0.05 g/ml% of photo initiator (dashed-line).

is compensated and at 0.9 vol.% NFC a gel fraction of 92% is
achieved.
3.4. Equilibrium water content (EWC) and swelling ratio
The EWC of the hydrogels are shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the
20 kDa PEGDM neat hydrogel with lower cross-link density has a
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3.5. Hydrogels mechanical properties

Fig. 4. The equilibrium water content (EWC) of the hydrogels.

higher EWC than the 6 kDa. A slight reduction in EWC is observed
when adding NFC, e.g. EWC is decreased from 95 to 92 wt.% for
20 kDa and from 90 to 88 wt.% for 6 kDa. The NFCs entanglements
with each other and with the polymeric network act as physical
cross-link site which results in an increase of the total cross-link
density of the network. This slightly decreases the effective mesh
size of the hydrogel and decreases the EWC as a result. Note that,
the initial water content of all the synthesized hydrogels is 90 wt.%
and the lower EWC observed in 6 kDa hydrogels is reached due to
the network shrinkage.
Fig. 5 illustrates the volumetric swelling ratio of the hydrogels.
The neat 20 kDa hydrogel swells by 100 vol.% of its initial volume
whereas, the 6 kDa hydrogel by 10 vol.%. The addition of NFC decreases the swelling ratio for both hydrogels. While a 20 kDa
PEGDM reinforced with NFC swells by a minimum of 50 vol.%, a
slight shrinkage is observed in case of the 6 kDa composite
hydrogels. This implies that the swelling ratio of the composite
hydrogels can be effectively tuned by alternating the NFC concentration while the high EWC is preserved.

In Fig. 6 the elastic modulus of hydrogels is presented. The 6 kDa
hydrogel with higher cross-link density has a higher compression
modulus than the 20 kDa hydrogel. A signiﬁcant increase of the
hydrogels' moduli is achieved by NFC addition, e.g. addition of
0.7 vol.% NFC increases the modulus by a factor 2 for 6 kDa and a
factor 3.5 for the 20 kDa.
This increase in hydrogel stiffness via the addition of NFC is a
simple method that does not require an elaborated chemical
modiﬁcation of the hydrogel and is not associated with water lost,
e.g. the addition of 0.5 vol.% NFC to the neat PEGDM 20 kDa matrix,
increases the modulus to the level of neat PEGDM 6 kDa while
keeping a high EWC (92%) and swelling ratio (50%) of the hydrogel.
No failure was observed in the 20 kDa hydrogels at the
maximum applied compression of 80%. Fig. 7 shows the true failure
stresses and corresponding engineering failure strains of the 6 kDa
hydrogels. Neat hydrogel failed at 63% compression at an ultimate
stress of 200 kPa. The failure strain is increases by 12% when adding
0.7 vol.% NFC. The ultimate stress signiﬁcantly increased (180%) by
addition of 0.7 vol.% NFC.
The results of monotonic mechanical testing presented in Fig. 6

Fig. 6. Elastic moduli of the hydrogels.

Fig. 5. Volumetric swelling ratio of hydrogels. The image shows the 6 and 20 kDa
PEGDM hydrogel reinforced with 0.5 vol.% NFC just after synthesis and in swollen
state.

Fig. 7. The failure stress (solid line) and failure strain (dashed line) of PEGDM 6 kDa
with different volume fraction of the NFC.
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and Fig. 7 suggest that the addition of ﬁbre reinforcement is an
effective method to improve stiffness and strength simultaneously.
Fig. 8 illustrates the change in the elastic modulus of the hydrogels
after 20 cyclic deformations.
The results indicate almost no stiffness variation of the neat
hydrogels after the cyclic deformation, while a modulus reduction
of up to 15% is observed in the case of the composite hydrogels. This
stiffness reduction becomes more pronounced by increasing the
NFC volume fraction. The later observation, as indicated in Fig. 8 is
almost independent of the PEGDM matrix cross-link density.
Therefore, the stiffness reduction in the composite hydrogels after
cyclic deformation can be attributed to a certain degradation of the
integrity in the NFC network structure discussed in Section 3.1.
The energy dissipation data in cyclic loading of the hydrogels are
indicated in Fig. 9. The energy dissipation of the 6 kDa is higher
than the 20 kDa neat hydrogel owing to the viscoelastic behaviours
induced by the difference in cross-link densities. This is the main
dissipative phenomenon as there is no signiﬁcant variation in
moduli before and after cyclic loading which is an indication of the
absence of damage or cracks dissipating energy.
The addition of NFC increases the dissipated energy. The latter
can be attributed to the energy dissipated by degradation of the
NFC integrity as discussed before. However, the latter is not the only
reason for the higher energy dissipation in the composites. Indeed,
the modulus reduction is same for the 6 kDa hydrogel reinforced
with 0.5 and 0.7 vol.% NFC (Fig. 8). However the dissipated energy is
higher for the 0.7 vol.% composite (Fig. 9).
Phenomena like physical interactions at the interfaces between
NFCs or between ﬁbres and the hydrogel matrix as well as the
viscoelastic deformation of the NFC network might dissipate more
energy in a composite with higher ﬁbres content.
4. Conclusion
This study suggests that the addition of nanoﬁbrillated cellulose
(NFC) to the precursor solution of poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDM) hydrogels is an effective approach to tailor photopolymerization kinetics and mechanical properties of the
resulting composite hydrogels. The rheology results show that
dispersed NFCs form a network-like structure in the PEGDM solution. Such a structure serves as an effective light-scattering media
when the precursor solution is illuminated by UV radiation and
consequently reduces the curing time by 36% when adding 0.7 vol.%

Fig. 9. Energy dissipation of hydrogels measured over 20 compression cycles.

of ﬁbres. It is shown as well that the required concentration of
photoinitiator can be reduced due to the accelerated kinetics of
photo initiation in presence of NFC. Furthermore the inﬂuence of
NFC on the swelling behaviour of these composite hydrogels having
more than 88% of water, depends on the hydrogel matrix cross-link
density. For example, the addition of 0.5 vol.% NFC decreases the
swelling ratio of the high molecular weight hydrogel matrix from
100 to 50 vol.% while a slight shrinkage is observed in case of the
lower molecular weight matrix. The results indicate that the NFC
reinforcement improves the hydrogels stiffness without compromising its ultimate stress and strain. For example, the addition of
0.7 vol.% NFC increases the modulus from 150 to 300 kPa for a
PEGDM 6 kDa hydrogel and from 40 to 150 kPa in the case of
20 kDa. At the same time this ﬁbre addition increases the failure
stress (from 220 to 630 kPa) and strain (from 62% to 70%) in the case
of the 6 kDa PEGDM hydrogel.
The enhanced and tuneable mechanical properties of the
PEGDM-NFC composite hydrogels as an injectable and in-situ
curable material make them promising candidates for loadbearing biomedical applications. This work also opens up a new
pathway to increase the structural performance of biomaterials
while not decreasing their biological performance such as the high
water content required for cell seeding.
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